Abstract. A class of useful difference approximations to the full nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations is analyzed; the convergence of these approximations to the solutions of the corresponding differential equations is established and the rate of convergence is estimated. | Introduction. The Navier-Stokes equations, describing the motion of a viscous incompressible fluid, can be written in the dimensionless form
Introduction. The Navier-Stokes equations, describing the motion of a viscous incompressible fluid, can be written in the dimensionless form (1) dtVi + dtp = -Vjdfii + V\-+ Ei, (V2 = £ ôy2) (2) div v = 0
where the vector v, with components Vi, i = 1, 2, 3, is the velocity, p is the pressure, E is the external force, o¡ denotes differentiation with respect to the time t and d» denotes differentiation with respect to the space variable Xi, i = 1, 2, 3. Vector quantities are denoted by bold-face characters and the summation convention applies to the index j.
When a solution of these equations is required in some bounded domain Í2 with boundary dû, use is generally made of an appropriate difference approximation. A new class of such approximations was introduced and utilized in [1] and [2] ; it is the purpose of this paper to establish the convergence of the solutions of such approximations to the solutions of Eqs. (1) and (2) in 0.
To our knowledge, the first convergence proof for a difference approximation to the complete system (1) and (2) was given by Krzywicki and Ladyzhenskaya (see e.g. [3] ). Their proof gives both more and less than the numerical analyst requires. It gives more because it actually establishes the existence of a certain weak solution of the equations. It gives less because it provides no estimate of the error and because it applies to a scheme which is not readily applied in practical calculation. Proofs related to that of Krzywicki and Ladyzhenskaya have been given by Temam [4] , [5] , for schemes which are as yet untested in practice.
In the present paper we shall adopt a different point of view. We shall assume that the differential equations have a solution with a certain number of continuous derivatives. Armed with this knowledge, we shall study difference schemes which are not merely usable, but even efficient. The methods analyzed are based on the following observations: Equation (1) can be written in the form (1') dtv + grad p = íFv + E where the vector iFv, with components -vß,Vi + V2Vi, is a functional of v; Eq. (2) can be differentiated to yield (2') div(3,v)=0.
(1') can therefore be written in the form (3) a,v = (P(SFv + E)
where (P is an orthogonal projection operator which projects vectors in Li(U) onto the subspace of vectors with zero divergence in 0 and satisfying an appropriate boundary condition on du (see e.g. [6] , [7] ). Usually the appropriate boundary condition is that the normal component of v vanishes. On the basis of these remarks the following procedure is followed: The time t is discretized; at every time level 5v, then (P(íFv + E) are evaluated; this yields an approximation to dtv which is used to obtain v at the next time level.
As will become apparent in the course of this work, the author has not obtained results as general as he may have wished. A convergence proof in both the maximum and Li norms, with a suitable error estimate, has been obtained only for the special problems in which the boundary conditions are replaced by periodicity conditions. This proof is presented in the next two sections ; first the discrete analogues of the operators grad, div and <S> are described and studied; these operators are then used to present and analyze a difference scheme for the periodic initial value problem. The mixed initial value-boundary value problem is briefly discussed in a final section.
Prelirninaries; The Operators D, G and P. We assume that Eqs. (1) and (2) have a solution v, p, periodic in all spatial directions; without loss of generality in the proofs the periods can be taken equal to 1. Let I be the number of space dimensions; 0 is then the cube 0 ^ x¡ ^ 1, i = 1, • • •, I. We cover Í2 by a rectangular grid and assume that the mesh-widths in all directions are equal to the same small number h. The set of all mesh-nodes is denoted by Qn; ÍV is the set of nodes in the interior of 0 and düh is the set of nodes on the boundary of 0. Uk° + düh = £2,,. N = h"1 + 1 is the number of mesh-points in each space direction.
Let / be a scalar function and let u be a vector function with components Ui, Let D and G denote respectively the discrete approximations to the operators div and grad. Both D and G employ centered differences, i.e. for a vector u on ûk we set 7)u = Doflij and for a scalar function <j> we set Gi<t> = Doi<t>. With these definitions, the following identities can be readily verified: (4) (Du, e) = 0 , where e = 1 at all points of Í2/,, and which hold for smooth periodic functions u and <j> on ti. For u, <p periodic and three times continuously differentiable, we have ||G^ -grad^U = 0(h2) , \\Du -divu|| = 0(h2) .
We shall now discuss some consequences of our systematic use of centered differences. Let ^ be a function on Qh, let z_, z+ be two points a distance 2h (modulo 1) apart, and let z0 be the point on the line joining z-and z+ and at a distance h from each. One of the components of G^ at z0 is a linear combination of ^z+ and \¡/z-, we describe this situation by saying the z+ and z-are G-connected. We say that points z, z' belong to the same G-chain if there exist points Z\, Zi, ■ ■ ■ ,zn such that any two successive points in the sequence The following facts can now be verified: (i) when Gcb is given, d> is determined only up to L arbitrary constants; and (ii) the sum on the left-hand side of the identity (4) can be separated into L partial sums, each vanishing separately. We refrain from assuming that N is even and L = 1 so that our discussion remain valid for the nonperiodic case where L ^ 1 for all N; see the last section of this paper.
We are now ready to prove the following discrete analogue of a well-known decomposition theorem : Theorem 1. Let u be a vector on Qh satisfying the periodicity conditions; then there exist a unique periodic vector uD and a periodic function d> such that
at all points of tin, with
Proof. If uD satisfying Eq. (6) exists, then Eq. (8) is clearly satisfied because (ufl,G*) = -(Du°,4>) = 0.
We already know that <p in Eq. (7) can be determined only up to L arbitrary constants. To lift this indeterminacy we can impose L additional conditions; for example, we can number the G-chains and require that
where £¿ denotes summation over the z'th G-chain.
The theorem is proved by verification of the Fredholm alternative. Let qo be the number of points in O^0 and ga the number of points on düh (qo + qa = Nl). There are g0 + g a/2 values of d> and l(q0 + g a/2) components of uD to determine. Equation (6) represents (go + g a/2) equations related by the L identities (4), i.e. go + ga/2 -L independent equations. Equation (7) represents Z(go + g a/2) relations; together with Eqs. (9) the number of equations equals the number of unknowns.
Squaring (7) and using (8) we obtain (10) ||u||2 = ||uD||2 + ||G<*>||2 .
Therefore, if u = 0, then uD = 0, Gd> = 0 and d> = 0; this proves the theorem. Let 77 be the space of periodic vectors defined on ük, let 77b be the subspace of periodic vectors v such that Dv = 0, and let 77g be the subspace of vectors of the form G<£, <j> periodic; Theorem 1 states that H g and HD are orthogonal to each other, and that 77 is their direct sum. Let P be the orthogonal projection projecting H on HD ; (7) can be written in the form u = Pu + G<¡>.
We obviously have for all u di)
HPttll g ||u||.
evaluate Pu; efficient methods for so doing were described in [2] . For the sake of completeness, we exhibit a method for finding Pu which, albeit inefficient, has the merit of simplicity. Consider the iteration system
where wm, <pm, m ^ 1, are periodic and 8 is a parameter. It is readily verified that for 0 < 8 < h2/l2, wm converges to Pu as m increases for all initial guesses <pl.
To conclude this section, we prove a number of inequalities which will be needed in later sections. We start with a discrete analogue of the Poincaré inequality. Consider the case I = 2. Let ^bea function defined on Qh, and let z = [p, q], z' = [p', q'] be two points on the ith G-chain; p' = p + 2m\, q' = q + 2m2. We have, where Ci = 8L2. A similar inequality can be derived in the three-dimensional case, with Ci = 127Â The inequality (12) can now be used to prove the following theorem : Theorem 2. Let u be a periodic vector defined on Qh. Then the following inequality holds (13) ||u -Pu|| ^ VCi||7)u|| , where y/Ci is a constant independent of u and h. Proof. By Theorem 1, u -Pu = G</> is in 77o. Let G\f/ be an arbitrary unit vector in Hg, (IIG^H = 1). ^ is determined only up to L arbitrary constants which can be chosen so that
Hence, using (12), we obtain |(G*, G*)| = \(Du,^)\ ^ pu|| ||*|| £ VCi||7)u|| .
Since G\p is an arbitrary unit vector in 77g, (13) follows.
Solution of the Periodic Initial-Value Problem. In this section a scheme for finding periodic solutions of Eqs. (1) and (2) will be analyzed. The particular scheme discussed has been singled out because it resembles schemes the author has used in actual computation (see [2] ) ; it will be evident that the analysis applies to wide classes of schemes. We shall again simplify notations by writing the equations for the two-dimensional case; the scheme as well as the proofs generalize to the three-dimensional case without further ado.
Let u, with components w,-, be the computed velocity, let w be the computed pressure, and let k be the time step. We write un = u(nk) , 7r" = ir(nk) , etc.
At the time t = 0 a periodic velocity field u° is assumed given. (More will be said later about the proper choice of u°.) Given un, un+1 is evaluated in three fractional steps :
(14a) utn+lß = utn -kuinDoiU?+1/3 + kD+1D-1utn+l/3 (14b) u?+2ß = Uln+lß -kuinDoiuI,+2ß + kD+iD-2itln+2ß (14c) u"+1 = P(un+2/3 + ¿En+1)
with u"+1/3, un+2/3 periodic.
Equations (14a) and (14b) can be rewritten in the form (15a) (I-kQl(u"))u+lß = un, (15b) (7 -kQ2(u))un+2ß = u"+1/3, where Qi(un), Qi(un), are linear operators dependent on the parameters m"(«). Equation (14c) can be rewritten in the form (15c) u"+I + kG7Tn+1 = un+2ß + kEn+l (Dun+1 = 0) which defines irn+l, the computed pressure at the time (n + l)k. (u"+2/3 corresponds to uau3t in the notations of [1] and [2] .) It can be seen that the vector (un+2/3 -u")/fc approximates ïu and that Eq. (14c) which is equivalent to
is the discrete analogue of Eq. (3).
The task now at hand is to prove that u"+1/3, un+2/3, un+1 exist, i.e. that the operators (7 -kQt(un)) are invertible when u° is chosen appropriately, and that the vectors u" converge to the solution v(nk) of Eqs. (1) and (2) . We start by showing that Eqs. (14) are consistent with Eqs. (1) and (2) ; this is the content of the following lemma: Lemma 1. Let k = 0(h2), and assume that Eqs. (1) and (2) have a periodic solution v, p, which has continuous derivatives up to order five in the interval 0 ^ t í£ T. Then there exist two times continuously dijferentiable vectors w", wn+1/3, wn+2/3 (0 ¿= nk < T) such that (16a) (7 -fcQ1(w"))w"+1/3 = w" + 0(fc2) , (16b) (7 -kQi(wn))wn+2ß = w"+1/3 + 0(k2) , we obtain 7)w" = 0(hi) = 0(k2). Equation (17) is clearly satisfied, and by Theorem 2 (19) ||wn -Pwn|| = 0(k2) .
We now put w?+lß = w,n+1 -kd22v?+1 + kv2div?+l + kdipn+1 -kE?+l wtn+2ß = wt+l + kdipn+1 -kE?+1 .
Equations (16a) and (16b) are clearly satisfied, and since Gp = grad p + 0(h2) = grad p + 0(k)
we have P(fcgradp) = 0(k2) .
On the other hand, it can always be assumed that div E = 0. (Since adding a gradient to E merely changes the definition of p; see e.g. [7] ), and therefore by Theorem 2 llfcE -fcPEH á VCifc||Z>E|| = 0(k2) .
These equations, together with Eq. (19) show that (16c) is satisfied, and the lemma is proved. We shall use w" as a comparison vector, i.e. we shall prove that ||u" -w"|| is small, and use (17) at the end of the argument to show that ||u" -v"|| is small. The lemma assumes that v has continuous derivatives up to order five. Had we assumed the existence of only four continuous derivatives, the error term in (16c) would have been of order kh. This is sufficient for convergence; however, the proof becomes somewhat more complicated and we shall be content with the assumption of the lemma.
We now introduce a second norm, the discrete maximum norm, defined for scalar functions d> by The proof is obvious from the definitions. This lemma is crucial to the sequel since, as we shall see, it implies that if u converges to v with sufficient accuracy in the Li norm, then u also converges to v in the maximum norm.
Lemma 3. Let ||u"||max ^ K, and let k be small enough for the inequality kK'2/4: < 1 to hold. Equations (14a) and (14b) can then be uniquely solved for u"+1/3, u"+2/3.
Proof. Multiplying (14a) by w¿n+1/3 we obtain iiMi"+,/3n2 = -Hurlß, UlnDaiUr1'3)
however, we have and, therefore, using (11) ||u"+i _ w»+i|| g ||U"+2/3 _ w"+2/3|| + 0(k2) g (1 + kC2(K))\\un -w"|| + Czkh2 and the lemma is proved. Let u° be the initial value of u, for use in Eqs. (14). We assume that (22) ||u° -w°|| = CJi2.
This can be achieved for example by putting u° = v°. Let W be defined by W = max max max ¡Wi\ .
i o< t<r a Let C be the largest of C3, d and Ci(2W). Assume k is so small that kC < < 1 and that h is smaller than h0, where max(G, l)Ao<4^)/2 = \*W, e<l.
Equation (22) Let To be defined by exp CTa = 1/e and let Tx = min (Î7, To). Inequality (24) shows that for 0 g í á Ti, ||u||ma3C g 2TT and hence for 0 ^ nfc < Ti, un+1 exists and
as well as (25b) ||u"+1 -wn+1||max g 2 max (G, l)eCíA(4-í)/a. If Ti < T, i.e. if the inequalities (25) hold for a time interval shorter than the time interval for which the solution of the differential equations has five bounded derivatives and for which a numerical solution is required, the above process can be restarted at t = T\, to yield convergence for the whole finite interval 0 S t i= T.
Bearing in mind the definition of w and Eq. (17), we obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 3. Let Eqs. (1) and (2) have a periodic solution with continuous derivatives up to order five for 0 :S t ^ T. Let k = 0(h2) ; if ||u° -w°||, k and h are sufficiently small, Eqs. (14) have a unique solution which converges to the solution of (1) and (2) in both the Li and maximum norms. The error in the L2 norm is of order h2; the error in the maximum norm is bounded by 0(h) in the two-dimensional case and by 0(\/h) in the three-dimensional case.
Theorem 3 and its proof can be summarized as follows: Let uz", wz" be vector functions defined for z in Í2» and for n such that 0 ^ nk ^ 7\; introduce the "spacetime" maximum and L2 norms For ||u° -w°||, k and h sufficiently small, this mapping has a unique fixed point which is the solution of (14) and lies close to v, the solution of (1) and (2). In our analysis we have neglected the effect of round-off error and of the errors arising from the possibly incomplete iterative evaluation of un+1 = P(u"+2/3 + /cE"+1). It is obvious, however, that the analysis remains valid if the round-off errors are of order k2 and provided u"+1 is approximated by a vector (un+i)* such that D(un+1)* = 0(k2). Furthermore, in the dimensionless variables used in this paper the effect of the Reynolds number R on the error is not in evidence. Clearly C depends on R and increases as R increases; i.e. as R increases k and h have to be reduced for accuracy to be preserved. Finally, it is clear that the results of this section apply to certain other quasi-linear equations besides the NavierStokes equations, provided the boundary conditions are homogeneous. In this sense, our results generalize the work of M. Lees (see e.g. [8] ), who considered equations with nonlinear terms of a simpler nature.
The Mixed Initial Value-Boundary Value Problem. The main interest of methods such as those considered in this paper lies in their applicability to mixed initial value-boundary value problems. Schemes similar to (14) have been successfully applied by the author to a variety of such problems (see. e.g. [2] ). The convergence proof however, becomes considerably more difficult in the presence of boundaries.
Consider in particular the problem of solving Eqs. (1) and (2) in a domain S3, with v° given and with the boundary condition (26) v = 0 on dQ .
Operators D and G can be constructed so that the identities (4) and (5) are satisfied and Theorems 1 and 2 hold. D and G thus constructed employ centered differences except on dil On dû one-sided first-order differences are used whenever the use of centered differences would require functional values at points outside Í2. The projection P associated with G and D is orthogonal in the space of functions satisfying (26). The proofs of all these statements take into account the fact that the number of G-chains is 2l independently of the number of points in the mesh. Difficulties arise, however, when one approaches the convergence proof proper. It is clear from the proof of Lemma 1 of the last section that, were one to use schemes such as (14), one would have to impose on u"+1/3, un+2/3 inhomogeneous boundary conditions of the form (27a) un+lß = kGrrn onóU (27b) u"+2/3 = kGir" on 30-, where rrn is the pressure computed at time t = nk. Such a procedure has indeed been followed in practice. Unfortunately, in the presence of inhomogeneous boundary conditions the author has not been able to establish the analogues of Lemmas 3 and 4. Moreover, the construction of w in Lemma 1 does not carry over to the present problem, since w, as given in the last section, does not satisfy the imposed boundary conditions. Both difficulties stem from the fact that in the presence of boundaries the operators P and V2 (linear part of ff) do not commute. This is reminiscent of other situations in numerical analysis where the noncommutativity of certain operators hinders the analysis of fractional-step methods without detracting from their practical usefulness.
It is nevertheless possible to develop schemes for which convergence in the Li norm can be established. As an example, consider the following scheme with two fractional steps :
It is clear the homogeneous boundary condition (28b) contains an error of order k. However, since the number of mesh-points on the boundary is 0(h) times the number of mesh-points in the whole domain, some accuracy in the Li norm will be preserved. We shall indicate how one can establish that in the L2 norm the solution of (28) converges to the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations which satisfies the correct boundary conditions, u", as given by (28), therefore assumes the imposed boundary conditions in a weak sense. It is clear that the estimates we shall derive will not do justice to the accuracy of the method. One can verify the following identity (/, £ \ (S+ß + S-ß)(ußnDoßf)) « O which holds for all / provided Du = 0 in 0A and u = 0 on the boundary. This of course is a discrete analogue of the identity fafujdjfdx = 0, which holds whenever div u = 0 in 0 and u = 0 on the boundary. Using this identity we can establish the following inequalities :
llu^H =£ ||u»|| and ||u"+1|| g ||u"|| + fc||PE"+1|| á||u°|| + fc£||PEÍ|.
¿=0
If we assume that Eqs. (1) and (2) have a solution v with continuous derivatives up to order four, this inequality can be used to show that if k -0(h2) (29) ||u" -v"|| ^ constant y/h , 0 ^ nk S T .
For two-dimensional problems one can replace (28a) by an explicit scheme (which does not require intermediate boundary data such as (28b)). For small enough Reynolds number and provided k < /i2/4 one can then derive an estimate similar to (29). Furthermore, the scheme (28) can be modified so that a convergence proof of the Krzywicki-Ladyzhenskaya type becomes possible. Since neither the scheme (28) nor its modifications are of any particular practical significance, details and proofs are omitted. (It should be pointed out however, that the system of linear equations (28a) can be solved by successive relaxation, provided the relaxation factor <o is sufficiently small. For proof, see [9] .)
In ending, the author would like to make some comments on the preceding proofs. First of all, he would like to state his belief that the value of a scheme such as (14) lies in its practical usefulness, not in the possible existence of a convergence proof. The value of the convergence proofs lies in the fact that they contribute to the understanding of the numerical processes performed on the computer.
The proof of this paper requires the existence of four or five continuous derivatives of v and p. Furthermore, the error increases as the bounds on the required derivatives increase. This situation is inherent in the very nature of difference schemes ; as a result, it is highly improbable that a flow containing a strong cascade process, i.e. a process in which energy is transferred from large to small eddies, can be adequately described by a difference method, for indeed, such flows are characterized by rapid increase in the higher derivatives. This of course excludes turbulence from the range of application of difference methods.
Finally, it has been claimed by several authors that the nonlinear terms in the Navier-Stokes equations must always be cast in "conservation law" form, i.e. in a form which implies the existence of identities for the momentum similar in appearance to those which hold for the solutions of the differential equations. The author knows of no good reason for following this procedure in problems with a smooth solution and has not endeavored to do so. 
